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From the
Editor-in-Chief
William Stewart’s piece on the
troubled history of the 5th Canadian
Division of the First World War
sheds new light on both Canadian
and British civil-military relations.
Readers will be particularly intrigued
by fresh evidence on the role of
Sir Sam Hughes in his efforts to
ensure his son Garnet’s accession
to command of the division The
piece is also something of a public
“welcome back” to historical studies
for the author. Bill’s MA thesis,
“Attack Doctrine in the Canadian
Corps, 1916-18” (University of New
Brunswick, 1983) has been highly
regarded from the moment of its
appearance. At the Directorate of
History, where there was a good
deal of work on the First World War
in the 1980s, it was a “must read,”
and I wondered why we didn’t hear
more from the author. It turns out that
Bill, sensibly in the bleak academic
job market of the 1980s, took up
a business career that ultimately
a l l o we d h i m t h e o p p o r t u n i t y
to return to historical research.
Tim Cook presents new research
in his ongoing studies of the human
face of the First World War, in this
case humour among the troops of the
Canadian Corps. He probes below
the polished quips and anecdotes of
the literary memoirs treated in such
places as Paul Fussell’s The Great War
and Modern Memory to find evidence
among personal letters and battalion
newspapers of the often dark comedy
that is the glue of organizations
under extreme stress. Tim’s interest
in daily life among the troops was
honed in his work on the exhibits
in the First World War gallery at the
new Canadian War Museum. On
a personal note, I should observe
that it was great good humour
rooted in shared suffering in the face
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of mountains of paperwork, tight
deadlines and even tighter budgets
that propelled that project. Perhaps
Tim’s present contribution offers a
clue to his unceasing cheerfulness.
In important respects the creation
of museum exhibits combines some
of the most fraught aspects of theatre
production with the contention
of passionate academic debate.
Peter Faruggia of Wilfrid Laurier
University’s Brantford campus
captures these elements in his major
study of the development of the
French First World War Historial
de la Grande Guerre at Peronne,
on the battlefields of the Somme.
The Historial focuses very tightly
on human experience in the war, and
its “memory” among subsequent
generations, a field whose foundations
were laid by French scholars.
Eric McGeer has brought a new
lens to Canada’s growing literature
on memory and war with his work
on Commonwealth War Graves
Commission gravestone epitaphs
in the cemeteries in Europe. He
published Words of Valediction and
Remembrance: Canadian Epitaphs
of the Second World War in 2008,
and in the present issue explores
epitaphs from the First World War.
Terry Copp and Michelle Fowler
combine their research on an aspect
of human experience that has only
become the subject of concentrated
study in recent years: the impact of
Allied operations in western Europe
in 1943-45 on civilian populations.
They treat both sides of the equation:
casualties inflicted by Allied
firepower, and efforts by the Allied
Expeditionary Force’s substantial
Civil Affairs organization to provide
relief and restore civil government.
This is perhaps the first publication to
deal in any detail with the Canadian
Army’s important part in Civil Affairs.
J.L. Granatstein performed a
notable service to the profession when

he made available to researchers
the detailed notes of interviews he
conducted with senior Canadian
officers of the 1930s to 1940s. This
issue’s instalment features his
conversation with Lieutenant-General
Robert Moncel, who, only in his mid30s, commanded the 4th Canadian
Armoured Brigade with distinction
from August 1944 to the end of the war.
Roger Sarty
May 2013

Dear Sir,
am writing to you with regards
to Richard Holt’s article “British
Blood Calls British Blood,” (Canadian
Military History, Winter 2013). I very
much enjoyed the article and it was a
welcome read; I found it thoroughly
researched. However, I would like to
make some comments.

I
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In his article, Holt states that the
British Canadian Recruiting Mission
(BCRM) has been “largely ignored
by most historians.” He cites the
example of G.W.L. Nicholson who
“does not mention the mission, not
even in passing.” Holt could have
also added Swettenham, Granatstein,
Morton and Tim Cook to the list, as
they all have written general histories
of Canada’s participation in the Great
War, and none mention the recruiting
mission in the USA.
The BCRM was something
that seems to have been simply
overlooked. It took the general release
of the soldiers’ service records to be
able to find these British volunteers
from the USA, something that only
happened in the last 15 years. One
must also remember that the soldiers
recruited by the BCRM who were
killed in action are generally not
memorialised on community war
memorials in Canada as many were
not from Canada in the first place.
Put simply, no one found the BCRM
volunteers because no one was
looking for them.
However, there were clues as to
the existence of the BCRM that might
have warranted further investigation
from the military history community,
most notably in the form of surviving
recruitment posters from the period.
(The first one I saw was at Vimy back
in 2003 in the interpretation centre
for all to see.) I notice Holt used one
of the many posters to illustrate his
article. Also, Fred Gaffen in his book
Cross Border Warriors (1995) briefly
mentions the BCRM, but again it
seems no one picked up on it.
Then in 2006 my book Tough as
Nails was published by CEF Books in
Ottawa. In it I describe the fortunes
of a number of Canadian soldiers of
the Great War who were recruited by
the BCRM.
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At the end of the book in an
appendix titled “Of British Americans
and Conscripts,” I describe the
organisation’s mandate to find
volunteers for the British army
from the pool of British subjects
then residing in the United States. I
demonstrate that the BCRM’s efforts
yielded a significant number of
volunteers. (I quote the Canadian
Annual Review of 1918, which claims
that “46,000 British recruits were
obtained (from the USA) of whom
two-thirds joined the Canadian
Expeditionary Force.”) I also briefly
describe the enlistment process that
a volunteer recruited by the BCRM
would go through to reach a depot
in Canada. I state that many of these
volunteers are Canadian-born men
living in the USA, but many others
were from other parts of the British
Empire and had no connection to
Canada.
I also point out that this manpower
pool has never been mentioned,
let alone considered by Canadian
military historians. I propose that
my book was the first study to
attempt to measure the impact the
BCRM had on the operations of
the CEF during 1918. Specifically, I
proved that the significant number
of volunteers produced by the efforts
of the BCRM were never considered
when an attempt was made, in 1944,
to estimate the number of conscripts
that reached the front by war’s end. In
a nutshell, the current accepted figure
of 24,132, which has been quoted
from 1962 to 2008 by all historians,
had to be wrong.
Although the appendix to my
book was only eight paragraphs
long, the evidence presented in
it was strong enough to convince
the eminent military historian Jack
Granatstein on this point. When he
reviewed my book in the March-

April 2007 issue of Legion Magazine,
he qualified my attack on the 24,132
figure as a “full frontal assault” and
more importantly, “that I was likely
right.” He went further to state
“Gravel has forced me to reassess
matters. The Military Service Act of
1917 clearly worked less well than
the politicians – and the historians –
believed.” This prompted a national
news story, which also made the
front page of the Ottawa Citizen on 16
April 2007. I therefore must challenge
the opinion put forward by your
magazine that the subject of Holt’s
article (the BCRM) was a “hitherto
unknown subject.”
More importantly, Tough as Nails
was the first book to memorialise
these British volunteers who served
Canada. Please remember that those
among them that died in the field
of battle do not appear on war
memorials in Canada, because in
many cases, they had no connection
to Canada.
“Only God can reward them for
what they did for Canada.”
Forgive the self-serving nature of
this letter. I am only trying to ensure
that Tough as Nails, with all its warts,
finds a humble place on the vast
bookshelf of scholarship of the Great
War.
Michel Gravel
Cornwall, Ontario
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